If we apply the operator .cs formally, i.e., termwise, to some formal power series f(z)= En fn zn, we obtain the formal series i(z) = En fn 0393(1+sn) zn which we regard as formal Laplace transform of f(z), writing 9 == £s Î.
Analogously, the formal operator BS can be defined, being inverse to £s.
All the operators introduced give good sense even for s = 0, coinciding with identity operators.
Asymptotic expansions in several variables
In what follows, let s &#x3E; 0 be fixed, and let G be an s-region. Given a function f, holomorphic in G, and a complex number f (0), we write f(z) ~ f(0) as z ~ 0 in G provided that for every proper subregion G 1 C G and every c &#x3E; 0 there exists 6 &#x3E; 0 so that f (z) -f(O)1 E whenever z e G1 with 11 z 11 6 . We say that f(z) is asymptotic to a f ormal power series f(z)= En fn zn, if for every multi-index n we have with n! = n1!...nm! and Dn = ~n1z1···~nmzm· Given s 0, we say that this asymptotic is of Gevrey order S, if for every bounded proper subregion G1 G there exist positive constants C, K so that with 1 n -ni ... n. This is a natural generalization of the corresponding notions for one variable to the several variable case and has been cosidered, e.g., by J.-C. Tougeron [13] . It is, however, different from the notion used by H. Majima in [9] , resp. by J. Mozo in [12, 11] . Note Let f(z1,z2) = (1 -Zl z2)-1, which is holomorphic in G = S x S, with ,S' = f z 0 arg z 03C0}. This G is polysector, hence an s-region for whatever s &#x3E; 0. Clearly, f is holomorphic at the origin, hence satisfies (3.2) for s = 0. For n = (0, v) we have f(n)(z1, z2) = v! zi Zl Z2) v For E &#x3E; 0 (small), the region G1 = Si x S1, with S1 = {z : 03B5 arg z 03C0-03B5}, is a proper subregion of G. Its 
We would like best to use the same integral representation for arbitrary x, but for large x &#x3E; 0 the points hx(u) = u03C3z (1-wx-u), with w = 2t/z, in general are outside of the region G of holomorphy of g when integrating along the real axis . This problem does not arise for arg t = 2 arg z, because then hx(u) stays on the straight line through é and z. Since the region G is open and hx (u) depends continuously upon t, we see that for arbitrarily fixed xo &#x3E; 0 there exists a 6.,o &#x3E; 0 such that for arg t -2 arg z| 6xo the curve parametrized by hx(u), 0 u x, still is in G, meaning that we can use the integral representation to continue v-(x203C3+1t, XCT z) with respect to x to the interval 0 x xo. For x0 ~ oo, however, the value of bxo may tend to zero. To avoid this, we shall for x xo := 4|w|-2 integrate along a curve in the u-plane from 0 to x that consists of two straight line segments, parametrized as ul(T) = T (x-w-2), resp. u2 (03C4) = x-(1-03C4) w-2, both for 0 T 1. For the moment, let ô = 6xo, and let t be such that |2 arg z -argt) = |arg w| b. Given E &#x3E; 0 (small), we see that we can make ô smaller so that |arg uj(03C4)| 03B5 provided that |arg w| 6, and show that the above assumption on f is also necessary for k-summability of û(t, z). Also observe that the proof for o-= 0 may be simplified, and the result obtained coincides with the one proved in [8] .
